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>>> Klick Hier <<<
1-3-2-6 Blackjack Betting System. The name of this system, the 1-3-2-6 betting system, really explains it

all. It's a system based on the betting pattern 1 unit, then 3 units, then 2 units, then 6 units. This type of
blackjack betting system is based on the Paroli system and it's based on the premise that you can win 4

times in a row. This system is a positive progression betting system which means you increase the
betting amount when you win. Samples of the 1-3-2-6 Betting System. By using the 1-3-2-6 betting

strategy, the first bet is 1 unit, the second bet is 3 units, the third bet is 2 units, and the fourth bet is 6
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units. For this example we will assume each unit is $5 and you have even money odds of 1:1. Your first
bet would be $5. After winning this bet, $5 is added to the $10 on the table which makes the second bet
$15. After winning this bet there will be a total of $30 on the table. You take back $20 and the third bet is
now $10. If your third bet is also a winner, you will have $20 left on the table. Add $10, making a total of

$30 for the fourth bet. Finally, if the fourth bet wins, there will be a total of $60 left on the table, which is all
your net profit. Now you've completed the betting cycle so you loop back and start all over again. If you

lose a bet at any point before the betting cycle is completed, you start back over with the original $5 bet.
The 1-3-2-6 blackjack betting system is an interesting strategy. With this system you are risking a small
amount to win a much larger amount, if you complete the betting cycle. You can lose 6 times at the worst

level, the second bet, and still completely cover yourself by winning all 4 bets of the cycle one time.
Should You Use the 1-3-2-6 Betting System? It is generally not recommended that you use the 1-3-2-6
betting system for blackjack unless you are just playing for fun. You are required to win 4 hands in a row
to completely cycle the system and turn your profit. This system would be fun for a recreational player but

no serious blackjack player should use this betting strategy to try to turn large profits. More Blackjack
Betting Systems: Paroli Betting System Parlay Betting System Martingale Betting System Labouchere

Betting System. Some Online Casinos: 24kt Gold Casino Review Vegas Red Casino Review Roxy
Palace Casino Review Casino Tropez Casino Review Golden Palace Casino Review Blackjack

Ballroom Casino Review. The Kelly Criterion Traits of Winning Blackjack Players Beat The Dealer
Blackjack Book Review Card Counting in Blackjack. US Players and Credit Card, BitCoin Deposits

Accepted! Gambling online, including blackjack online for real money, is illegal in some jurisdictions, so
be aware of the situation where you live before deciding to play. © Site content is copyright 2006-2023.
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